
Modern and sophisticated with a high-end low-profile design, the Lenovo IP Controller enables easy-to- 
use Ethernet connectivity (CAT5e) with PoE. Addressing the growing demand for meeting participants  
to plug their laptop directly into the controller (HDMI on table), the Lenovo IP Controller allows for  
installation up to 100 meters from the compute, without the hassle of extenders, complicated installation,  
or needing power at the table—so you get no-lag collaboration.

Both the Lenovo ThinkSmart Controller and the Lenovo IP Controller can sit on a desk or conference table,  
but the Lenovo IP Controller can be wall-mounted for an even cleaner aesthetic and to free up table space. 
Whichever controller you select, you’ll get an intuitive 10.1” screen with a 10-point anti-glare, anti-fingerprint 
touch display on a familiar Microsoft Teams Rooms interface to initiate and control your meetings, share 
content, and communicate easily.  

Take control of collaboration.
Lenovo IP Controller
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Find your right fit. Lenovo IP  
Controller

Lenovo ThinkSmart 
Controller

10.1” 10-point display  

HDMI passthrough to controller on table (no lag) 

CAT5 with PoE connection to Compute 

Wall mountable 

Installation up to 100 meters from compute 

Integrated audio (with USB input) 

1280x800 / 16:10 aspect ratio  

85/85/85/85 viewing angle  

30˚ and 60˚ rotatable  

Anti-glare and anti-fingerprint  

Part of a Microsoft Teams  

Rooms-Certified solution

 

Bundles with first-year maintenance  

Human Presence Sensor  

For more information, contact your Lenovo 
representative or visit www.Lenovo.com/ThinkSmart.
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The Lenovo IP Controller is available as a standalone, or you can choose either controller option 
with the following solutions: Lenovo ThinkSmart One with Controller, Lenovo ThinkSmart Core  
with Controller, or Lenovo ThinkSmart Core Full Room Kit, all of which are powered by 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors.
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